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INTRODUCTION 
Over the years, I’ve spent lots of time on various newsgroups and talking with Information 
Technology professionals who want to know how to get a job as a Database Administrator 
(DBA), or how to grow as a DBA, now that they have the job. Many individuals have 
offered many different pieces of advice over the years on how to accomplish these goals. 
This paper is a culmination of those ideas and can give some suggestions on how to land a 
rewarding and exciting job as a DBA. This paper will also give ideas on how to grow as a 
DBA to become even more valuable to your employer. If you already have a job as a DBA, 
you might wish to skip the first few sections of this paper. 
 
 
SHOULD I BECOME A DBA? 
One of the questions I’ve been asked to answer is should a person pursue a job as a DBA. 
This is not an easy question since it depends on the individual. Some individuals have the 
talent that is required to become a good DBA. Other individuals do not find the duties 
required of a DBA to be particularly easy to grasp. The DBA position does require that the 
individual hold a certain skill set. And there are demands on this individual that other IT 
positions do not necessarily require. So to answer this question, I often give the prospective 
DBA candidate a picture of what is required of the DBA position. In the paragraphs that 
follow, I end each paragraph with a question. Please take time to think about and answer the 
question before proceeding to the next paragraph. 
 
Many people aspire to become a DBA for many reasons. One of the prime reasons is pay. 
DBA’s are some of the highest paid professionals in the IT industry. Others aspire to 
become a DBA due to the glory that is often lauded on the DBA, or because it looks cool! I 
personally find being a DBA to be very rewarding. It is a fun, exciting career. What are your 
reasons for looking at the DBA position as a possible career choice? 
 
Unless you are prepared for what lies ahead, you may find that a job as a DBA can be full of 
frustration and headaches. A database sits between the operating system and the end user 
application. As such, the DBA must be well versed in the OS platform their database runs 
on. The DBA doesn’t necessarily need to know everything about the OS, but the more he or 
she knows, the better. The database interacts very closely with the OS. Understanding this 
interaction is essential. The DBA also needs to know about server hardware and how it 
impacts or helps the database. The DBA must also understand software applications. The 
DBA may be asked to help developers create sound, robust database applications. And 
above all us, and most obviously, the DBA must thoroughly understand the database engine, 
how it works, how all pieces of the engine fit together, and how to leverage the power of the 
database engine to deliver data to the end user and the application. The best DBAs I’ve seen 
in the industry have a very solid understanding of more than just the database itself. They 
know a thing or two about System Administration and Application Development. Many 
times, they come from one or both backgrounds before becoming a DBA. No matter what, 
there is a lot of ground to cover to become an effective, if not excellent DBA.  Are you 
ready to start learning until you feel that you can’t learn anymore? 
 



Most of the people that I talk to who have difficulties starting out in their DBA career, really 
have an issue trying to absorb the mountainous volumes of information that a DBA needs to 
know. After all, System Administrators make a whole career out of learning the ins and outs 
of the OS. Application Developers make a whole career out of learning how to build and 
code excellent applications. Not only does a DBA have to know a great deal about these two 
different jobs, but then the DBA needs to spend even more time working on understanding 
the architecture of the database, and understanding how every piece of everything fits 
together! Does it sound too daunting of a task? There have been many who think so and 
after becoming frustrated, have left their DBA job for a completely different job. Then there 
are those individuals who thrive on disseminating and understanding all of this information, 
and using that information to make good, sound technical decisions. As I was fond of saying 
in my early days as a DBA, it all seems to me to be one great puzzle. The challenge is in 
getting all of the pieces to fit. Which type of person are you? 
 
Many DBAs are “on-call”. They get called at all hours of the day and night to resolve critical 
problems with their database. The database is the life-blood of the business’s IT 
infrastructure. Without data, there would be no need to have a computer system. It is the 
data that drives the business. Where would amazon.com be if their web site couldn’t search 
the database for products and if no one could place an order for their products? They 
wouldn’t be in business for very long. There are many companies that lose significant 
revenues when their database is down, even for the shortest period of time. For this reason, 
the DBA needs to be available to resolve issues as fast as possible, should they occur. Many 
shops have a team of DBAs who rotate being on-call. These DBAs support databases for 
24x7 applications. Are you ready to be placed on-call if the job requires it? 
 
Some of the DBAs duties include applying patches to software or making database changes. 
Often times, these changes cannot be done while the company’s employees are at work, 
expecting that the database be up and running so that they can get their jobs done. This 
means that the DBA frequently has to come in real early in the morning, or real late at night, 
or even on the weekends to perform work that can only be done outside of normal business 
hours. Are you ready to work some strange hours at times, or are you looking for a 9 to 5 
job? 
 
One key asset for a DBA to hold is what is commonly referred to as “soft skills”. The DBA 
needs to be able to work well in a team environment, commonly in diverse teams with 
System Administrators, Network Administrators, Application Developers, Project Managers 
and others. DBAs need to be able to explain difficult, technical concepts in plain English 
that others in the team environment can understand. DBAs need to be able to direct team 
members on database-related issues. How are your soft skills? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



While not an all-inclusive list, typical DBAs perform the following duties: 
• Monitor database instances on a daily basis to ensure availability. Resolve unavailability 

issues. 
• Collect system statistics and performance data for trending and configuration analysis.  
• Configure and tune dB instances for optimal performance under application specific 

guidelines. 
• Analyze and administer dB security. Control and monitor user access to dB. Audit 

database usage when necessary. 
• Monitor backup procedures. Provide recovery when needed. Develop and test backup 

and recovery procedures. 
• Upgrade RDBMS software and apply patches when needed. Upgrade or migrate 

database instances as necessary. 
• Support application developers with any and all dB related activities.  
• Keep up with dB trends & technologies. Use new technologies when applicable. Install, 

test, and evaluate new Oracle related products. 
• Perform storage and physical design. Balance design issues to achieve optimal 

performance. 
• Create, configure and design new dB instances. 
• Diagnose, troubleshoot and resolve any dB related problems. Work with Oracle Support 

if necessary to bring problems to a successful resolution. 
• Ensure Oracle networking software (SQL*Net, Net8, Names, OiD) is configured and 

running properly. 
• Work with System Administrators (Unix & NT) to ensure Oracle related matters are 

handled properly. 
• Create any necessary scripts for effective and occasionally periodic dB maintenance 

activities.  
 
Each of the questions in the above paragraphs are designed to get you thinking about some 
of what a DBA has to deal with, to help you decide if this is the career for you. I do not 
mean any of this to stop you from becoming a DBA if that is your goal. I am just trying to 
inject some reality into the picture. I’ve seen a few DBAs become frustrated once the reality 
of the job hits them. And they’ve spent time, effort, and sometimes money, to obtain their 
first job as a DBA. Personally, I find this career to be very rewarding. And I can’t imagine 
doing anything else right now. So hopefully, this section has helped you decide if this is 
something that you wish to pursue. If it is, then go for it with all you have! 



 
HOW DO I GET THAT FIRST DBA JOB? 
So you’ve read the section above and decided that becoming a DBA is a good career move 
for you. Congratulations! I hope that your career turns out to be as exciting and rewarding as 
you want it to be. So how do you go about getting that first DBA job? I hear people ask this 
question, time and time again.  
 
During the early 1990’s, the Internet was booming. Internet startup companies sprouted like 
weeds. Existing companies jumped on the bandwagon as well and started creating their own 
web presence. And almost every single one of these companies had a web site that required a 
database as a backend to their web application. Unfortunately, there weren’t that many 
DBAs in the field at that time. There became a great shortage of DBAs in the IT industry. 
During that time, it seemed that all you needed to land a DBA job was the ability to spell 
“Oracle” or maybe just one semester’s exposure to a database system in college. And to 
make life even better, the shortage of DBAs in the field prompted companies to throw very 
nice salary offers at potential candidates. If you wanted to become a DBA, it was easy; too 
easy. All you had to do was demonstrate that you knew what a database was and job offers 
came in faster than you could handle. 
 
Then the Internet bubble burst. Tons of Internet startup companies went out of business. A 
lot of DBAs who worked for the Internet startups found themselves looking for jobs. A 
company with a DBA opening could find a candidate with DBA experience much more 
easily than before. Life hasn’t been any easier in the early part of the 21st century (at least in 
the United States) now that the economy isn’t very strong. Companies are tightening their 
budgets. All of this translates into less opportunities and job openings for the DBA 
candidate. 
 
One of the hardest parts to landing that first DBA job is that every position opening requires 
some experience. If you look at it from the company’s perspective, you can understand why 
experience is a must for the DBA position. Would you pay someone a high salary, to 
operate, maintain, and run one of the biggest, most important pieces of your IT 
infrastructure if they didn’t have any experience? Could your company afford to struggle 
with an inexperienced DBA and potentially lose millions of dollars in revenue while you wait 
for this DBA to get past their learning curve? For most companies, the answer to these 
questions is a resounding ‘NO’. So without experience, it becomes rather difficult to obtain 
your first DBA job.  
 
The first DBA job now becomes a “Catch 22” situation. How do I get a job as a DBA if I 
don’t have any experience? How can I get experience as a DBA if I don’t have a job? This is 
the hardest obstacle to overcome. The hardest part will be landing that first DBA job. 
Hopefully, the rest of this section will give you some ideas towards realizing the goal of your 
first DBA position. 
 



Tip #1: Become educated. – Learn as much as you can you can about a database. This will 
most likely involve some time and effort on your part, outside of normal working hours. 
Take a database class at a local college or university. Many training companies offer classes 
on Database Administration. You may find that you have to pay for these yourself if your 
employer will not fund your education opportunities. Many DBA positions require at least a 
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or a related field, so you should have at least that 
credential. 
 
Tip #2: Practice being a DBA. – Many database vendors let you download trial, test, or 
evaluation copies of their database system. Download a copy and install the software on your 
own personal computer. Play with the database. Intentionally break the database and try to 
fix it. Try to perform as many of the DBA functions as you can think of. Test out and hone 
your skills on your own test platform so that you can be able to demonstrate some level of 
database administration ability. 
 
Tip #3: Get certified – Many database vendors now offer a certification for their database 
product. Many companies now look at certification as a measuring stick. One thing to keep 
in mind is that just being certified is not enough. Passing DBA certification tests do not 
automatically mean that you know how to administer a database. They just say to the 
potential employer that you now possess a certain set of skills. Being certified also tells a 
potential employer that you are serious about your pursuit of a DBA job. I’ve seen many 
people complain that they are certified with no experience, but still can’t get that first DBA 
job. Certification alone won’t land you the job, but it doesn’t hurt either. If nothing else, 
you’ve learned a great deal while trying to get certified. Just don’t rely on the certification to 
get you that job you are looking for. You will need more than that. But it will help in the 
end. 
 
Tip #4: Leverage your existing skill set – Many DBAs come from a System 
Administrator background. Others come from an Application Development background. If 
possible, see if you can use your existing skill set to get a job. The goal here is to make it a 
win-win situation for you and your employer. For instance, let’s assume that you are already 
a SysAdmin looking to break into the DBA field. Maybe you can find a job at a company 
that will be able to use your SysAdmin skills part of the time, while being able to get your 
feet wet in Database Administration the rest of the time. If you are already a DBA on one 
vendor’s platform but wish to move to another vendor’s platform, see if you can land a job 
which has both platforms. For instance, use your SQL Server DBA skills in a shop that also 
lets you backup the Oracle DBA. In this way, both the company and you get what you want. 
After you’ve had exposure to DBA work, you can try to get a position that will let you do it 
full time, maybe even with the same company.  
 



Tip #5: Take advantage of current opportunities – Sometimes, one gets into the DBA 
field just by being in the right place at the right time. If your current employer has an 
opportunity for you to work on any database project, jump at the chance! Any database 
experience is worth more than no database experience. Let your management know that you 
are actively seeking any database opportunities that come by. Hopefully, they will think of 
you when the next one comes along. After working on these database projects and seeing the 
desire in your eyes to become a DBA, they may decide to train you, and promote you. Many, 
many people get their first DBA job in exactly this manner, sliding into a Junior DBA 
position once they have worked on a few database-related projects. Often times, when a 
DBA leaves the company, that company will look at hiring an internal candidate if they feel 
that candidate is trainable.  
 
Tip #6: Look for that Junior DBA position – If you look at DBA position opening 
descriptions, some will say that they are looking for a Senior DBA and others, just for a 
Junior DBA. So let’s be serious here. You don’ t have the experience for a senior-level 
position. And we’ve already discussed why companies won’t consider you for such a 
position. But they may consider you for a junior-level position. Junior DBAs work under the 
guidance of a Senior DBA. They are learning the ropes. Typically, the Senior DBA assumes 
the responsibility for the databases, while getting all the glory too! But don’t worry. As your 
career grows, you will get more and more responsibilities and more and more credit when 
appropriate. Since you don’t have any experience, start your climb up the ladder here.  
 
That being said, I have heard of some companies looking for a Senior DBA, but in the end, 
they really want to hire a Junior DBA. You may wish to apply for these positions even 
though you may not be qualified. They just might decide to hire you anyway. But be upfront 
and express that you are still learning the ropes and are really only Junior DBA material. 
Don’t try to snow them into thinking that you are Senior DBA material. That will only hurt 
your chances of landing the job. 
 
While no guarantee, these tips can help you land that first DBA job. Good luck and happy 
job-hunting! After you’ve received that first job as a DBA, proceed to the next section to 
learn where to go next. 
 
 
 
 



I JUST GOT MY FIRST JOB! NOW WHAT? 
Congratulations! You are now an official member of the DBA club! Are you ready for that 
exciting career that you’ve always dreamed about? Your job has just begun and already you 
are way behind that learning curve. You will find that there is an enormous amount of 
material that you must learn to become an effect Database Administrator. Your first year or 
two will be spent learning more than you may have ever learned in your career. If you find 
that the amount of information is leading to brain overload, just sit back, take a breather, and 
come back to it. To help you along the way, you can follow the roadmap below: 
 
Route #1: Relational database theory – For this paper, I’m going to assume that the type 
of database you will be administering is a “relational” database. Other database models do 
exist, but the relational model is the dominant one in the industry for the last twenty years. If 
your database system follows a different model, then learn that theory. Relational database 
theory is very important. It is the background upon which everything has been built. I’ve 
seen many people who make the jump to database administration and never bother to learn 
solid relational database theory. Inevitably, their lack of a solid basis in this theory shows up 
as a shortcoming many times during their career. If you understand relational database 
theory well, then you will be able to make smoother transitions to any vendor’s Relational 
Database Management System (RDBMS). It doesn’t matter if I am using Oracle’s database, 
or IBM’s DB2, or Microsoft’s SQL Server. All of them are relational database systems. They 
all do basically the same things. The difference lies in how they do the same things. A solid 
relational database theory is not essential for a Junior DBA position. But it is vital if you ever 
want to grow your career past the Junior DBA level. Many college-level textbooks cover 
relational database theory very well. One of the most widely used textbooks is Fundamentals 
of Database Systems by Elmasri and Navathe on Bejamin/Cummings Press.  
 
Route #2: Learn the query language inside and out – Databases all have a language that 
lets you get data from the database, put data into the database, and modify the data that is in 
the database. For relational databases, that language is Structured Query Language (SQL). 
This one language is your tool to interface with the database. It is vital that this tool not be a 
barrier to further learning. In your test database, practice various SQL statements until they 
become second nature to you. A great book on this subject is Oracle 9i The Complete 
Reference by Loney and Koch on Oracle Press. Every Oracle DBA should read this book 
early in their career.  The Oracle 9i SQL Reference manual is another great source of 
information. You can access all of the Oracle documentation online at their TechNet 
(http://technet.oracle.com) web site. You will have to register for an account, but it is free. 
Every Oracle DBA should have an account on TechNet.  
 

http://technet.oracle.com/


Route #3: Begin learning basic database administration functions – Isn’t this why you 
are here in the first place? So why is it third on the list? We are trying to build a pyramid of 
knowledge and I feel strongly that one needs to know relational database theory and SQL 
real well as they will become tools that you will use as you learn how to perform basic 
database administration functions. These functions can include starting and stopping a 
database, backing up and recovering a database, and creating/dropping/altering database 
objects. For Oracle database administration, there is a great book on the market that gives 
you a good taste of what to expect. This book is Oracle 9i DBA Handbook by Loney on 
Oracle Press. Most DBAs that I know have read this book more than once, early in their 
careers. At this time, you should also be reading and understanding the Oracle 9i Concepts 
Guide, the Oracle 9i Administrator’s Guide, and the Oracle 9i Backup and Recovery Guide, 
all from the Oracle documentation. 
 
Route #4: Read, read, and read – Since you just started your career as a DBA, you are just 
beginning to build a skill set. It takes a long time to build, absorb, and comprehend all of the 
information you will be learning. Undoubtedly, your Senior DBA will have work to do, so he 
or she will not always be able to devote a ton of time to your studies. You will have to learn 
many things on your own. This is where reading comes in. There are many books on the 
market, which answer a lot of database related topics. Oracle Press is Oracle Corp’s official 
publishing company with a large number of Oracle-related books. There are other publishing 
companies as well, like Wrox Press and O’Reilly Press. You also have the Oracle 
documentation to read. And there are numerous web sites and newsgroups available as well. 
Read as much as you can get your hands on. And it’s not a bad idea to read these items more 
than once to absorb things you may have missed the first time. 
 
Route #5: Create test cases – I often see beginner questions that ask the most basic 
questions that can easily be answered if the person just took the time to figure it out 
themselves. Undoubtedly, you will have many questions as you begin your Oracle studies. 
Decide if these are questions that you can answer yourself. For instance, I once had someone 
ask me if it was possible to insert NULL values into a column with a UNIQUE constraint. At 
first, this may not seem to be an easy question to answer. But it is really easy to test! Just 
create a simple table. On one of your columns, enable a UNIQUE constraint. Try to insert 
NULL values into that column. Does it work? You should be able to answer this question 
quite easily. So why create these test cases? One reason is that by doing so, you will be 
enhancing your problem solving skills. The same skills required to create these test cases are 
some of the same skills used in problem solving. Problem solving skills will greatly help your 
DBA career. Another reason is that you will often need to create more complex test cases as 
your career progresses in order to guarantee database and application success. Even simple 
test cases are building blocks for more complex database and application analysis in the 
future.  
 



Route #6: Find a mentor – A mentor can be used to guide, or steer your DBA career (or 
any career for that matter). They can give pointers, answer questions, and help save some 
time as you grow your DBA career. Hopefully, this paper will serve as a mentor towards part 
of growing your career. If you are working in an environment with a Senior DBA, then that 
person should be responsible for mentoring a good portion of your career. You may choose 
to look at other mentors as well.  
 
Route #7: Participate in local user groups – Many cities across the nation have local user 
groups which meet periodically to talk about database-related topics. Join one of these local 
user groups if possible. This gives you a great way to interact and network with others in 
your field.  
 
 
HOW DO I GO FROM A BEGINNER DBA TO AN INTERMEDIATE DBA? 
So you’ve been a DBA for a while and you now wish to take your skills up a notch? Where 
do you turn to next? First, go back to the previous section and make sure that you have 
completed all of the routes. It is vital that you know the SQL language inside and out. It is 
vital that you know relational database theory and that you understand the basic database 
administration tasks. And by now, you should have been reading the documentation and 
other texts until you are blue in the face. If not, then you are not ready to proceed down the 
next road, to increasing your skills as a DBA. If you are ready to proceed, then I’ve got a few 
routes for you to take to increase your skill set. 
 
Route #1: Learn the OS and your server hardware – As I said before, the database sits 
on top of the operating system and the server hardware. It is essential that you understand 
how these pieces work. You should understand how to interact with the particular OS. How 
do you remove or edit files? If your OS is Unix, you should have a grasp of the command 
line and how Unix commands help you do your job. The same is to be said if you are 
running Windows or any other OS. You need to have an understanding of server hardware 
as well. What is the difference between physical and virtual memory? What is RAID and 
how do the different levels affect things? Why do databases like more physical disks, rather 
than one large disk volume? You need to know these things so that you can intelligently talk 
to your System Administrators on how to best configure your server to sufficiently support 
your database.  
 
Route #2: Learn application design as it relates to databases – As I said before, the 
database sits between the OS and the database application.  You really need to know both 
ends. How does the SQL language help create good applications? What are bind variables 
and why are they important? Tom Kyte has written an excellent book that gives great advice 
on Oracle application design. His Expert One-on-one Oracle book can be found on Wrox 
Press. I highly suggest reading his book. He talks at length about the things that can make or 
break an Oracle application. You need to know these things because your application 
developers are looking to you for guidance and database knowledge. Learn anything you can 
about application design. It may be beneficial to take a college class in software engineering, 
operating systems, or data structures. 
 



Route #3: Learn the Oracle architecture – It is important that you fully understand how 
Oracle works. Without an intimate knowledge of the Oracle architecture, you will not be 
able to do much work as a Senior DBA. It is this knowledge that is the basis for fixing a 
broken database. You need to understand how all of the pieces work together.  
 
Route #4: Become certified – It may not be required of your job, but becoming certified 
will definitely help you. Every day as a DBA, you have been learning new and exciting 
things. Maybe at this point in your career, you’ve even had a couple of days where you 
haven’t learned anything new. But you still have a lot to learn. Becoming an Oracle Certified 
Professional DBA requires you to ensure that you have learned the basics about all areas of 
database administration. I found that in the course of studying for the OCP exams, I learned 
areas that my job never would have exposed me to. And once I learned about a particular 
topic that I had never seen before, I was able to use that knowledge at a later date to solve a 
problem. If I didn’t study for the OCP exams, I never would have known about that 
particular solution to the problem. This has happened to me time and time again. Some 
people may say that certification really isn’t worth it. I say that it doesn’t hurt you and it only 
helps you. So get certified! 
 
Route #5: Develop a library of resources – In the previous section, I indicated that every 
DBA should have an account on Technet. This is one of your main resources. But there are 
many more sources as well. Many people share their Oracle knowledge. If you haven’t 
started it already, you should be developing quite a bookmark collection in your web browser 
of Oracle resources. You can start by visiting my site (http://www.peasland.net) if you want. 
The following is a list of must have web sites for every Oracle DBA: 
 

 Ask Tom – http://asktom.oracle.com 
 Jonathan Lewis web site - http://www.jlcomp.demon.co.uk/ 
 Ixora (Steve Adams) – http://www.ixora.com.au 
 Orapub – http://www.orapub.com 
 Metalink (Oracle’s Support site) – http://metalink.oracle.com 

 
There are many other very good web sites as well. 
 

http://www.peasland.net/
http://asktom.oracle.com/
http://www.jlcomp.demon.co.uk/
http://www.ixora.com.au/
http://www.orapub.com/
http://metalink.oracle.com/


Route #6: Begin interacting with various newsgroups and forums – You may have 
already stumbled on them, but if you haven’t now is the time to start. There are many 
newsgroups and forums out there designed to answer any Oracle questions that you have. 
There are many wonderful people out there in the Oracle community willing to share their 
information with you. All you have to do is ask. The following is a nice list to Internet 
communities to begin interaction with: 
 

 Usenet newsgroups – comp.databases.oracle.server and comp.databases.oracle.misc 
are two great Usenet newsgroups to interact with. They have some of the highest 
volumes of traffic devoted to Oracle questions. The best way to view these groups is 
to use a newsreader. But if you want web-based access, you can use Google 
(http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-
8&group=comp.databases.oracle) 

 Quest Pipelines – These were originally called the RevealNet Pipelines when 
software vendor RevealNet owned them. Software vendor Quest purchased 
RevealNet and now owns the Pipelines. These are some of my favorites since the 
Pipelines are moderated. You can find the Pipelines here (http://www.quest-
pipelines.com/index.asp).  

 
It is a good idea to see how other people are experiencing the trials and tribulations that you 
are. If you have questions, feel free to make a posting to the groups. If you do make a 
posting, always include information such as your Oracle version and the platform that you 
run Oracle on. These can make a big difference in the answer you will receive. If you forget, 
someone will remind you! Even if you don’t ask questions, you will probably learn a lot just 
by reading others answers. I can’t tell you the number of times I’ve been able to solve a 
problem because I remembered someone else asking the about the same issue on a 
newsgroup. 
 
 
HOW DO I GO FROM AN INTERMEDIATE TO A SENIOR DBA? 
So you’ve been plugging away as a DBA for quite some time now. You feel that you are 
ready to take the next step. What do you need to learn to become a Senior DBA? The 
following roadmap can help you along the way. 
 
Route #1: Read all of the documentation – The Oracle documentation is not always the 
easiest thing to read. Many times, you bounce from document to document just to make 
sense out of the whole thing. If the documentation were the best thing around, then there 
wouldn’t be a market for all of those Oracle books that you’ve got sitting on your bookshelf. 
But the documentation does contain information that is not found anywhere else. For 
instance, nowhere else will you find details of every single INIT.ORA parameter or V$ view. 
Books may make reference to a few of them, but the Oracle docs talk about all of them. I 
have yet to meet a very good Senior DBA who has not read the Oracle docs from top to 
bottom. This isn’t a coincidence. The Oracle docs are a must read. And when a new Oracle 
version hits the market, you will have to reread the docs again. You may have read the 
Oracle Concepts Guide twelve times by now. But when Oracle 10i is released, you will have 
to read it again. Any new concepts for the 10i release will be noted in the docs. If you truly 
want to get to the next level, read the docs. There is no escaping it. 

http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=comp.databases.oracle
http://groups.google.com/groups?hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&group=comp.databases.oracle
http://www.quest-pipelines.com/index.asp
http://www.quest-pipelines.com/index.asp


 
Route #2: Become an expert – The Oracle database is a very complex beast. To get to the 
next level, you will need to master many components of the product. Start with backup and 
recovery. Become a backup and recovery expert. You do this by intentionally breaking the 
database and seeing how to recover it. Try to break the database in every possible way and 
see if recovery is possible. You will soon be able to know backup and recovery principles 
inside and out. After you have become an expert in backup and recovery, become an expert 
in another area. You will have endless subjects from which to choose to master. Keep this 
process up for your entire career. But keep in mind, no matter how much of an expert you 
become in a certain area, someone, somewhere knows more than you do. Don’t take this 
personally. Just try to learn as much as possible from that individual. 
 
Route #3: Actively participate in newsgroups, forums, and user groups – Previously, I 
mentioned how the various newsgroups and forums are a great place to learn new things. 
Now is the time for you to take the next step and answer any questions that you can. You’ll 
be amazed at how much you learn in this process! 
 
Route #4: Write white papers and present them – This is similar to the route mentioned 
above. First, it is important to share the information that you have learned. If your career has 
made it this far, then it is mostly likely due, in some part, on the contributions of others. So 
now is your time to contribute to the next person. Second, an amazing thing happens when 
you attempt to share your information. That information undergoes an amazing process in 
your brain when you attempt to formulate it into a clear, concise topic that others can use. 
This process solidifies the information for you that is not done with other methods. So 
sharing that information in white papers, at conferences, and in newsgroups and forums is a 
great way to learn and take your abilities to the next level. Along the way, you have to do two 
things. One, recognize that you will make mistakes. Others will be happy to point out those 
mistakes, sometimes in a manner that is not very nice. Don’t try to hide from your mistakes. 
Own up to them and learn from them. Two, learn to say that you don’t know the answer 
instead of trying to bluff your way through it. People will know when you are trying to pull 
the proverbial wool over their eyes. Simply tell them that you are unsure of the answer at this 
time, and you will get back to them when you know the answer. If you keep these two points 
in mind, your integrity will be intact and you will grow as an IT professional. 
 
Route #5: Become an expert in Oracle troubleshooting – The Senior DBA is often the 
person who is looked towards to solve those complex Oracle issues. You will have to use all 
the skills at your disposal, which you have been building your entire career, to solve many of 
these issues. Everything I’ve mentioned above will be used to troubleshoot problems; 
documentation, books, newsgroups, test cases, and other DBAs will all become resources to 
assist you in solving problems. 
 



Route #6: Become an expert in performance tuning – The Senior DBA is often the 
person who is looked towards to tune database and application performance. If you are the 
Senior DBA and you cannot analyze performance bottlenecks, then your company will look 
elsewhere for these services.  
 
Route #7: Become an expert in capacity planning – The Senior DBA is often the 
person who is looked towards to plan for database capacity in terms of data growth and 
transaction growth. The Senior DBA needs to be able to spot capacity bottlenecks in the 
system before they severely impact application performance. For instance, the DBA should 
know that more disk space needs to be purchased long before the database runs out of 
available disk space. Not keeping an eye on capacity planning can lead to a downed 
production database.  
 
Route #8: Keep an eye on newer technologies – The Senior DBA should have a good 
idea what is going on in the IT community as it relates to database technologies. Are there 
technologies available now that can help the database? For instance, learn the advantages and 
disadvantages of Storage Area Networks and how they apply to database system. Are there 
technologies that will be available in the near future, which can help us? For instance, at the 
time of writing this paper, Linux operating systems are becoming more and more popular. 
What does Linux have to offer you for your database OS platform? Will it work for your 
organization?  
 
  
 
CONCLUSION 
I hope that this paper has given you ideas on how to go through all the stages of your career, 
from landing the first job, to progressing from Junior DBA up to Senior DBA. Use this 
paper no matter which stage you are currently sitting at as your progress and grow your 
DBA career. 
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